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Science Kits 

Roving on the Moon:  Teams of students 

design and build a rubber band-powered 

rover that can scramble across the floor.  

Recommended for grades 6-12th.  Great for 

friction, Newton’s Law, measurement, energy, 

and engineering. 

 

Watercraft:  Each group of 2-3 students 

design and build a boat of straws and foil that 

can hold 25 pennies for at least 10 seconds 

before sinking.  Recommended for grades 4-

12th.  Great to use for water displacement, 

buoyancy, and engineering process. 
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 Loaning Materials 
 

Other materials that  we have to loan out to 

schools but not limited to are: 

54 Specimen Standard Rock Kit 

DVD’s : Discovery Extreme Engineering; 

Modern Marvels Engineering Disasters; The 

Best of Modern Marvels; Switching on Sci-

ence;  A Man, A Plan, A Canal, Panama; 

Wright Brothers; Mega Structures, and Myth 

busters. 

 



Hill AFB STEM Outreach 

 
The STEM Outreach Program began with 

a grant from the NDEP (National       

Defense Education Program).  Our goal is 

to promote community collaboration and 

provide support to the school districts, 

K-12, in order to increase interest,      

participation, and success in Science, 

Technology, Engineering, and Math 

(STEM) and raise the level of awareness 

and interest in STEM-related career    

opportunities. 

 

How We Can Help You 

School Outreach 

 

 STEM activities for students in your  

classroom and club programs 

 Scientists and engineers from Hill 

AFB as speakers in the classroom 

 Teacher workshops 

 Monetary and material support  

 

STEM Camps 

 

 Scholarships awarded 

 Hill AFB scientists and engineers  

participation 

 Competitions 

 Contracts for grants 

Science Kits 
 

 

Hill AFB STEM Outreach Program has several  

already made hands-on STEM kits made to use in 

your classroom.   Each kit take approximately one 

hour of class time. Our coordinators are able to 

come to your school  to teach the activity to your 

students or you are welcome to borrow one of our 

kits and do so yourself.  Some of the kits that we 

have available are: 

 

 

Balloon Rockets:  Each group of 3-4 students are 

to design a rocket using a balloon, straw, and paper 

and launch it on a zip line.  Grades 5-12th.  Great to 

use for physics, geometry, kinetic and potential 

 energy, and engineering process. 

 

Build a Roller Coaster:  Teams of students build a 

roller coaster with one loop, one drop, and one  

corkscrew to demonstrate how potential energy 

transform into kinetic energy.  Grades 3-12th.  Great 

to use for physics, Newton’s Laws, energy and  

motion, mechanical and civil engineering. 

 

Catapult: Teams of 3-4 students follow the 

 engineering design process to build and test a rub-

ber band power catapult.  Grades 1-6th.  Great to 

use for simple machines, Newton’s Laws, measure-

ments, motions and forces, and mechanical engineer-

ing. 

 

Designing a Parachute:  Teams of 2 students de-

sign a parachute  based on the story of “Paulo’s 

 Parachute Mission” and test it for “Mission Ready”.  

Grades 3-5th.  Great to use for aerospace  

engineering, drag and resistance, friction, and math. 

 

Kinetic Sculpture:  Teams make a sculpture that is 

at least 6-12  inches tall and has at least two parts 

that move in the wind but still remain standing. 

Grades 6-12th. Great to use for wind and weather, 

friction, mechanical and civil engineering.  

 

  

Science Kits 

 

Kick Stick Activity:  Teams of students build a 

handheld “kick stick” that uses a motor-driven, spin-

ning arm to kick a Ping Pong ball across the floor. 

Grades 5-12th. Great to use for electricity, motors, 

measurements, and engineering process. 

Kinetic Sculpture:  Teams make a sculpture that is 

at least 6-12  inches tall and has at least two parts 

that move in the wind but still remain standing. 

Grades 6-12th.  Great to use for wind and weather, 

friction, mechanical and civil engineering. 

On Target:  Each group of 3-4 students modify a 

paper cup so it can zip down a line and drop a mar-

ble onto a  target.  Grades 6-12th.  Great to use for 

acceleration, vectors, trajectory, energy, Newton’s 

Law, measurement,  aerospace and mechanical engi-

neering.  

Paper Rockets:  Each student designs their own 

paper rocket and watch it being launch. Grades 1-4th 

Great to use for  aerodynamics, geometry, math, and 

engineering . 

Paper Tables:  Teams of 3 students design and 

build a table out of newspaper tubes that is strong 

enough to hold a heavy book.  Grades 6-12th.  Great 

to use for geometry, physics,  and civil engineering. 

 

 


